DRAWER KIT ASSEMBLY: “T” UNIT

Slatwall shown is optional

PARTS:

- dA (1)
- dB (1)
- dE (2)

Base Shelf from “T” unit (D)

- dC (6)
1. Arrange Drawer Catch (dB) and both Tracks (dE) on the inverted Base Shelf (D). Using Screws (dC), fasten Catch and Tracks to Base Shelf.

2. Slide Drawer (dA) onto tracks. Using finger, press the loose end of the Drawer Catch (dB) underneath the Drawer (see picture).

3. After Drawer (dA) is completely onto tracks as shown, turn over and hook Base Shelf (D) onto “T” unit.

Your Drawer Kit is finished. To open drawer, use round finger pull holes on front panel.